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Chapter 371 Visitor 

“After Feifei entered the hunter university and met with a mishap, will you blame it on me then?” Lu 

Benwei’s face was calm as he said these words. 

In other words, Lu Feifei’s strength was too weak. Entering the hunter’s path was the same as stepping 

on the road to hell. Although it was a little explicit, it was the truth. 

With his popularity at Zhejiang Hunter University, it was not difficult to get Lu Feifei into the school. 

What would happen after that? 

If Lu Feifei made a mistake while carrying out any mission, given Lu Youzhi’s family’s temperament, they 

would probably blame it on Lu Benwei. 

Thus, Lu Benwei did not show any mercy and said it directly to their faces. Although he was helpless, it 

was the safest solution. 

However, Lu Youzhi’s family did not appreciate it at all. The entire family’s faces instantly turned ugly. 

Especially Lu Benwei’s aunt, who was shaking with anger. She grabbed the chopsticks in front of her and 

raised them high, aiming at Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei did not move, his eyes still calm. Even so, Lu Benwei’s aunt shivered and was shocked. The 

room temperature was clearly 20 to 30 degrees Celsius, but it made her feel a chill down her spine. 

Clang! Clang! 

Lu Benwei’s aunt helplessly let go of her chopsticks and said to Lu Dayong in horror, “Dayong, how did 

you discipline your son? Are you cursing my Feifei to die?” 

“Sister-in-law, Little Lu and Feifei are cousins,” Lu Dayong said with a bitter smile, “Why would he curse 

him like that?” 

At this time, Lu Benwei’s cousin, Lu Feifei was unhappy. 

“You didn’t curse me? Things haven’t even started, and you’re already saying that I’ll be in trouble if I go 

to a hunter university. Isn’t that a curse?” 

Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin smiled apologetically at Lu Feifei’s words. 

“How can that be?” 

Before he could finish his sentence, Lu Dayong looked at Lu Benwei. 

“Little Lu, why don’t you think of a way?” 

Before Lu Benwei could respond, Old Master Lu also spoke, “Lu Benwei, please help your brother! It’ll be 

a great help for our family to have a junior who can get into Zhejiang Hunter University.” 

Suddenly, the situation on the field was one-sided. 

Only Lu Benwei’s uncle, Lu Shuangquan, spoke up for him. 



“Dad, Big Brother, Little Lu is right. It’s so dangerous to be a hunter. Plus, our family has the inheritance 

of the class. It’s not a wise move to force our way into Zhejiang Hunter University,” Lu Shuangquan said 

indifferently. 

Seeing Lu Shuangquan join in, Lu Benwei’s aunt suddenly became angry. 

“Lu Shuangquan, you didn’t go to work after you graduated. You’ve been staying at my house 

shamelessly, eating our food. No matter what, you should be on our side, right? Not only are you not on 

our side, but you’re helping others to attack us?” 

Lu Shuangquan was speechless. He lowered his head and did not speak. 

Then, Lu Benwei’s aunt cleared her throat and raised her voice. 

“Lu Benwei, I’ll ask you one last time. Are you going to help or not?” 

“Lu Benwei!” Old Master Lu also said at the same time, “I, your grandfather, am also asking you to find a 

way to get your brother into your school.” 

Facing his uncle’s family’s unreasonable argument, Lu Benwei only smiled faintly. 

Lu Benwei tilted his head and looked at Chu Yan. At this moment, Chu Yan’s expression was very 

complicated. She was angry and helpless. 

She wanted to help Lu Benwei but the other party was Lu Benwei’s family and she was an outsider. She 

was embarrassed to get involved in Lu Benwei’s family matters. 

Lu Benwei put his hand on Chu Yan’s knee and the back of her right hand and whispered, “I’m sorry for 

letting you see our family’s scandal. It’s so embarrassing for you.” 

Lu Benwei’s hand was as smooth as jade and very warm. Chu Yan unconsciously turned her hand over 

and gently interlocked her fingers with his. 

“Since it’s your family’s business, I won’t stand up for you,” she said with a smile, “This time, I’ll be a 

bystander.” 

Lu Benwei nodded and looked at Old Master Lu. 

“Grandpa, entering Zhejiang Hunter University is the same as becoming a hunter. And a hunter’s lifetime 

mission is to drive out monsters! This is a hundred-year-old great undertaking of mankind. It can’t be 

taken lightly. Every hunter has to fight with all their might. 

“If my favoritism causes a weak person to join the battlefield, not only I’ll be jeopardizing his life but also 

the team’s lives or a city. I think this is the so-called saying, ‘a thousand-mile dyke can collapse because 

of one ant-hole’,” Lu Benwei said. 

“If brother Feifei successfully awakens a good class and his strength meets the requirements of Zhejiang 

Hunter University, I’ll naturally help you. Furthermore, I’ve managed to obtain good resources for him 

too. But, if he doesn’t meet the requirements of Zhejiang Hunter University, I’m sorry, I cannot help.” 

For a moment, the hall became silent. 



Lu Benwei turned their family problem into a hundred-year-old task of exorcising a monster. 

Old Master Lu was old. When he was young, he had witnessed the horror of monsters invasion. That 

day, the fire soared to the sky, and there were mountains of corpses and seas of blood everywhere. 

Old Master Lu closed his eyes in silence and leaned back in his chair. 

Seeing Old Master Lu like this, Lu Benwei’s aunt was stunned at first, then she stared at Lu Benwei 

angrily. 

“What are you talking about? How many years has it been since monsters have invaded a human city? In 

my opinion, you just don’t want to help!” 

On the side, Lu Feifei had his hands on his hips, and his face was red with anger. 

“Lu Benwei, don’t think you’re so great just because you’re a top student at Zhejiang Hunter University. 

I’m telling you, there’s always someone better!” 

Then, Lu Feifei made a phone call. 

“Hey, Qi Fei, you can come in.” 

The so-called Qi Fei was stunned for a moment before he continued, “Isn’t it your family’s gathering? It 

wouldn’t be appropriate for me to go, right?” 

“It’s alright, come in!” Lu Feifei walked toward the door as if he was going to meet up with Qi Fei. 

Lu Benwei’s aunt was surprised by Lu Feifei’s actions and kept blinking. 

However, she soon relaxed and sneered at Lu Benwei. 

“Lu Benwei, since you’re my nephew, I wanted to save you some face at the party. Since you’re the one 

who has been going against me time and time again and dissing our family, I don’t think there’s a need 

to save you any face.” 
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As soon as he finished speaking, the double doors of the hall squeaked and opened. 

Lu Feifei was the first to enter the private room. 

“Qi Fei, come in.” He waved to the door. 

Just as he finished speaking, a man stepped in. He was very tall, and his figure was neither fat nor thin. 

He was dressed in expensive clothes and had an ice-type jade ring on his slender fingers. 

!! 

“They don’t come with good intentions!” Lu Benwei’s uncle, Lu Shuangquan, said quietly. 

“Is he Feifei’s boyfriend?” 

No one responded, but Lu Benwei’s uncle, Lu Youzhi, and aunt stood up and greeted him with happy 

faces. 



“Qi Fei, why don’t you just stay at home and spend time with your parents on the first day of the new 

year?” 

The man called Qi Fei chuckled. “Uncle, Aunty, you’re putting me in a difficult position by saying that.” 

“We’ll be a family in the future, so I’ll have to come and wish you a Happy New Year, right?” 

With a few words, the three of them quickly revealed his identity to everyone. 

This man called Qi Fei was going to be Lu Feifei’s fiancé. At this moment, Qi Fei waved his hand, and a 

few doormen entered the private room with large and small boxes. They were all gifts that Qi Fei had 

prepared for the Lu family. 

It was a pair of ice-type yellow jade Buddha medallions prepared for Old Master Lu and Old Madam Lu. 

Lu Shuangquan’s family’s gifts were a wristwatch worth 150,000 yuan, an LV bag, and the latest Apple 

phone. 

Even Lu Benwei’s parents and Lu Shuangquan received expensive gifts. 

After receiving the gift, Lu Shuangquan muttered in amazement, “Who’s this guy? He’s so rich!” 

Old Master Lu was also puzzled. “Yyouzhi, when did Feifei get into a relationship? Why haven’t I heard 

you guys mention it before?” 

He was living with Lu Youzhi’s family. In theory, if Lu Feifei had a boyfriend, he would at least know 

immediately. 

At this moment, Qi Fei’s lips curled up slightly. He walked in front of Old Master Lu and said softly, 

“Grandpa Lu, please forgive me. Due to my identity, I just went to see Uncle and Aunty first and asked 

them to keep it a secret.” 

Old Master Lu’s frown deepened. 

Suddenly, his brows relaxed, and he asked in surprise, “You’re Qi Fei, the eldest son of the Qi family?” 

“Yes, I am.” Qi Fei smiled. 

The atmosphere in the hall instantly changed. 

Lu Youzhi and Lu Benwei’s aunt’s faces were red. Although they were expressionless, they could not 

hide the joy between their brows. 

Old Master Lu was so happy that he kept stroking his beard and said, “The Qi family is indeed full of 

talents. I didn’t think that we would still be able to have a relationship with the Qi family in this life. 

Feifei, you have to seize this opportunity,” he said as he looked at Lu Feifei. 

“I know, Grandpa.” Lu Feifei’s responded. 

The Qi family of Hai Province could summon wind and rain, and its influence was very wide. 

An ordinary family like Lu Benwei would never have any relationship with the Qi family. 

“Grandpa Lu, it’s my good luck to have met Feifei.” Qi Fei smiled. 



“Qi Fei, don’t just stand there. Come and sit,” Lu Benwei’s aunt said as she pulled a chair over and 

beckoned Qi Fei to sit down. 

Qi Fei sat down, and Lu Benwei sat opposite him. 

Lu Benwei’s aunt’s intention was very obvious. After Qi Fei sat down, it was hard not to notice Lu 

Benwei. Not to mention, there was a stunning beauty next to Lu Benwei. 

“This is…?” 

Chu Yan was as beautiful as a fairy, and her skin was smooth. As soon as Qi Fei sat down, his eyes were 

fixed on Chu Yan. He was reluctant to leave for even a second. 

Lu Benwei’s aunt saw this and looked a little embarrassed. Lu Feifei was stunned for a moment, and 

then she was angry. 

“This is my uncle’s son’s classmate.” Lu Feifei’s cold voice reminded Qi Fei. 

Qi Fei hurriedly changed the topic and said, “Oh, I’m asking about this brother. He seems to have an 

extraordinary bearing. I heard that your family has a martial arts assessment top scorer. Is that him?” 

Qi Fei’s eyes turned to Lu Benwei. 

“Yes, yes! He’s Lu Benwei.” Lu Feifei’s anger turned into joy. 

Seeing this, Qi Fei revealed a comfortable smile. “My guess was right. I must give him a toast alone.” 

“Hehe, you’re quite good at finding a way out of this,” Lu Benwei suddenly said, “I wanted to dig out my 

eyes and look at Chu Yan.” 

A hint of embarrassment flashed across Qi Fei’s face. He laughed and said, “Brother Lu Benwei must be 

joking. I only have Feifei in my heart, how could I be attracted to others?” 

“Oh right, I heard that you’re a magician,” Qi Fei added. 

“To be able to become the top scorer in the martial arts assessment as a magician, your talent must be 

unique in the world. I wonder what level of resources Brother Lu Benwei received. It must be very high, 

right?” 

After saying that, Qi Fei’s eyes flashed with a hint of maliciousness. His lie was mercilessly exposed by Lu 

Benwei and he was embarrassed in public. Therefore, Qi Fei decided to take revenge. 

It was not easy for a magician to rank first in the martial arts assessment in Hai Province. However, the 

prerequisite was that he had to compete with someone. The nine hunter universities were filled with 

geniuses. 

Moreover, overall, the hunters in Hai Province were the worst in the Dragon Kingdom. Even if you were 

of another class, in front of those monsters all over the country, you were just an unremarkable stone 

on the side of the road. 

“Qi Fei, you’re in the wrong here,” Lu Benwei’s aunt said faintly. 

“A magician can only get a few resources at the university. Why would they tell you?” 



When Qi Fei heard this, he pretended to be surprised and opened his mouth wide. “Is that so? With so 

few resources, is it enough for your cultivation?” 

“It’s definitely not enough,” Lu Feifei said in a sarcastic tone. 

“Qi Fei, since Lu Benwei is my cousin, why don’t you help him find someone to see if he can increase his 

resources?” 

Qi Fei touched the ring on his finger and smiled. “That’s not a problem. I happen to know a few good 

professors at Zhejiang Hunter University. They can help you solve this problem.” 

After a pause, Qi Fei continued, “I remember that Feifei’s brother should be going to university soon. 

How about this? I’ll help you guys settle this matter. Trust me, but it won’t be a problem to get him into 

Zhejiang Hunter University without having to take the exam!” 

... 

Lu Youzhi’s family was so excited that they could not control themselves. 

“Really? Qi Fei, thank you so much.” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt kept shaking Qi Fei’s hand while sneering at Lu Benwei. 
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“If some people aren’t willing to help, just say it. So that we won’t have to keep begging and hurting our 

relationship.” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt continued to ridicule him, but Lu Benwei’s heart did not waver at all. 

“Aunty, a word of advice. The path of a hunter is really dangerous. I hope you can reconsider,” Lu 

Benwei said seriously. 

Lu Benwei’s aunt was furious. She thought that Lu Benwei was looking down on his son, Lu Feifei! 

!! 

“You just can’t do it! Seeing how outstanding Qi Fei is, being able to help my Feifei get into the 

university, and not wanting to lose face!” 

Lu Feifei chimed in from the side and said sarcastically, “Lu Benwei, both of you are men, but he’s much 

more magnanimous than you! And since he can help me get into your school, he can also help you 

increase your resources. It’s good for both of us. 

Lu Benwei smiled and said, “I wonder if Qi Fei knows the professor who will increase my resource level 

and one to enter Zhejiang Hunter University without having to take the exam? As far as I know, this 

doesn’t seem to be in line with the rules, right?” 

Qi Fei shook his head and laughed. 

“Brother Lu Benwei hasn’t stepped into society yet, so you don’t know the hidden rules of society.” 



He raised his right arm and showed the jade ring on his finger to Lu Benwei. The soft light shone on it, 

and it was full of crystal luster. 

“The rules of this world are simple. It’s just like how you hunters cultivate. The higher your level, the 

more powerful you become.” 

Qi Fei swallowed and continued, “But you hunters aren’t the only ones in this world. There are also 

ordinary people. Ordinary people also compete for strength. And the only thing that depends on 

strength is money.” 

Qi Fei revealed a sly smile and said, “How many people do you think can resist the temptation of 

money? That’s why I said that as long as you have money, you can decide the rules!” 

Lu Benwei looked at him indifferently. To be honest, he and Qi Fei had never had any real conflicts. 

However, for some reason, Lu Benwei hated him. 

Qi Fei’s words were full of arrogance. In fact, it was the same for his entire family. 

Lu Benwei raised his eyebrows and asked, “May I ask who that professor is?” 

At this moment, Lu Feifei sneered. “Lu Benwei, did your brain get sucked dry by a monster? Can I tell 

him?” 

“Haha, Feifei, don’t be so excited.” Qi Fei did not seem to care. “There’s no harm in telling him. The 

person who can help you and Lu Feifei is none other than your principal, Chen Yuan.” 

The corners of Qi Fei’s mouth curled up in a mocking manner. 

“Do you want to know who the name is so that you can go and have a big fight? I’m telling you now, it’s 

Chen Yuan, the principal of Zhejiang Hunter University. You can report the illegal transaction between us 

now.” 

Before he finished, Lu Benwei’s aunt let out a gasp. 

“I didn’t expect Qi Fei to know the principal of Zhejiang Hunter University!” Lu Benwei’s aunt held Qi 

Fei’s hand and looked at Lu Benwei with disdain. “Not like some people who pretend to be strong.” 

“Auntie, don’t say that about people.” 

Qi Fei smiled faintly and turned his head. When he looked at Lu Benwei, he had a sneer on his face. 

Lu Benwei sneered in his heart. It was possible that Qi Fei would know Chen Yuan. However, based on 

Lu Benwei’s understanding of Chen Yuan, Chen Yuan would never get to know a rich young master. 

Qi Fei’s request for Chen Yuan to help Lu Feifei enter the university was complete nonsense. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s aunt took out a bank card. 

“Qi Fei, I’m asking you for a favor this time. There’s 500,000 yuan in here. You can use this bit of money, 

don’t waste it!” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt said as she stuffed the bank card into Qi Fei’s hand. 



“Aunty, you don’t have to do this. It’s just a matter of moving my mouth,” Qi Fei said politely as he 

stuffed the bank card back into her hand. 

Lu Benwei’s uncle, Lu Youzhi, stood up and said, “Qi Fei, just accept it. Treat it as your fee for your hard 

work.” 

Qi Fei shrugged helplessly and said, “Alright then, I’ll take it.” 

At this moment, Lu Benwei noticed the slyness in Qi Fei’s eyes. The next second, Lu Benwei’s 

grandfather, Lu Linfeng, stood up and turned his back. 

“Crack, crack, crack.” 

The sound of a belt being unbuckled could be heard, and everyone became more and more confused. 

Why did he unbuckle his belt suddenly? Very quickly, Lu Linfeng turned around and took out a bank card 

in his hand. 

“There’s 200,000 yuan in here. Take it as a big red packet for you and Feifei!” 

Qi Fei’s eyes continued to flash with a hint of slyness, but he said, “Grandpa, how can I accept this?” 

“Quickly accept it!” Lu Linfeng practically ordered. 

“Alright, then.” 

As expected! 

Just as Lu Benwei had expected, Qi Fei revealed his tail. Every time Qi Fei succeeded, he would reveal a 

sly smile. 

There was only one reason – Qi Fei wanted to get some money. If only his aunt was involved, Lu Benwei 

did not care. 

However, Lu Benwei’s grandfather, Lu Linfeng, was also fooled by Qi Fei. 200,000 Yuan was probably 

half of his savings. How could Lu Benwei tolerate this? 

“Hold on! Grandpa, Uncle, you can’t give this money to him!” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt’s face suddenly turned pale. Lu Youzhi and Lu Linfeng held up their bank cards, 

completely dumbfounded. 

“What are you doing? You don’t want us to have a good life, do you?” Lu Benwei’s aunt cursed. 

“No, it’s not that. I just want to say that Qi Fei isn’t from the Qi family!” Lu Benwei explained. 

“What?” Lu Youzhi and Lu Linfeng were dumbfounded on the spot. 

Lu Benwei’s aunt stomped her feet in anger. 

“Lu Benwei, stop messing with us. Qi Fei is a real member of the Qi family!” 

Originally, Qi Fei had recovered from his panic and said calmly, “You said that I’m not a member of the 

Qi family. Do you have any evidence?” 



As Lu Benwei said, Qi Fei was not from the Qi family. At best, he was just a member of the Qi family’s 

branch. That was why Qi Fei was flustered. 

Very quickly, Qi Fei entered his performance stance. At this time, he pretended to be embarrassed. 

... 

“Lu Benwei, since you’re Feifei’s cousin, think about what you want to say first! Apologize to me and I’ll 

forgive you.” 

However, Lu Benwei smiled and said, “The evidence is…” 
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“The evidence is… You can’t possibly know principal Chen Yuan,” Lu Benwei said lightly. 

When Qi Fei heard this, he unconsciously furrowed his brows and coldly said, “Words are not proof!” 

Lu Benwei raised his eyebrows and stared at Qi Fei. “Is that so? How about this? Since it’s the first day of 

the new year, why don’t we call Principal Chen Yuan and wish him a Happy New Year?” 

Qi Fei suddenly panicked and could not look Lu Benwei in the eye. 

“Principal Chen Yuan is very busy every day,” Lu Feifei said, “How can he get through so easily?” 

“That’s right. He’s the principal. He’s very busy.” Lu Benwei’s aunt shrieked. 

Qi Fei heaved a sigh of relief when he heard this. 

“It’s the first day of the New Year today. Principal Chen Yuan needs to accompany his family. It’s 

impolite for me to call him now.” 

Qi Fei rolled his eyes at Lu Benwei. 

“Qi Fei, don’t stoop to his level,” Lu Benwei’s aunt said with a smile, “Here, take this money.” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt stuffed two bank cards into Qi Fei’s hands. One of them had 200,000 yuan, which was 

the hard-earned money of Lu Benwei’s grandfather, Lu Linfeng, for half his life. 

At that moment, Qi Fei looked at the bank card that was about to be delivered to his hand. He could not 

help but lick his lips, his eyes filled with joy. 

Lu Benwei began to panic. He knew that once the money was in Qi Fei’s hands, they would not be able 

to contact him after tonight. 

At this critical moment, Chu Yan quietly leaned over to Lu Benwei’s ear, “Annoying fellow, I’ve 

investigated it for you. This Qi Fei is…” 

Lu Benwei’s eyes lit up and he turned around. On the other side, his aunt’s face was full of joy as if she 

could see her son entering the hall of the highest level of education. At the same time, she was about to 

establish a relationship with the Qi family, the top family in Hai Province. 

“Qi Fei, we’ll be a family soon after you take this money,” 



“Yes.” Qi Fei smiled faintly. 

After that, he clutched the two bank cards tightly, afraid that they would run away. 

The aunt’s face was full of pride as she immediately launched an attack on Lu Benwei’s family. 

“Dayong, I’ve been looking at you guys for so long, why don’t you guys show some respect? This is such 

a good opportunity. If we miss it, there won’t be another one.” 

Lu Dayong awkwardly grinned and said, “Sister-in-law, what do you mean? I don’t understand.” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt rolled her eyes and said, “Isn’t it obvious? Qi Fei is here. Take this opportunity to get a 

good resource level for Lu Benwei.” 

Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin looked at each other. They had already heard about Lu Benwei’s 

performance in school from Chen Yuan. Moreover, Lu Benwei was the champion of this year’s National 

Class Tournament, so they did not need to worry about the level of resources. 

However, for the sake of their relatives, the two of them had to smile apologetically. 

“Lu Benwei has good resources at school, we don’t need to worry about him.” 

Lu Benwei’s aunt spat out a mouthful of melon seed skin and said, “Hey, don’t blame me for being 

straightforward. He’s just a magician, what good resources can he have? Lu Benwei is just a prideful 

person and doesn’t want to tell you the truth.” 

Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin smiled bitterly. 

“In my opinion, we should just go along with Sister-in-law,” Jiang Xiuqin said, “Otherwise, who knows 

when she’ll talk about us again.” 

Lu Dayong nodded. “I think that’s fine too. Why don’t we just take out 10,000 yuan as a red packet for 

Qi Fei and Feifei?” 

Lu Dayong raised his head and took out a big red packet from his bag. 

“Qi Fei, our first meeting was too sudden. I didn’t have time to prepare. When you and Feifei get 

married, we’ll make it up to each other.” 

Qi Fei received the red packet with both hands. He glanced at the thickness of the red packet and 

weighed it carefully. 

Qi Fei’s brows furrowed when he saw the amount in the red packet. The amount in the red packet did 

not meet his requirements. 

“Thank you, Uncle. I’ll definitely help Lu Benwei get the right resources,” Qi Fei said politely. 

Lu Dayong waved his hand. “This is a red packet for you and Feifei. As for Little Lu’s resources, don’t 

bother!” 

“It’s okay, Uncle. We’re a family. Since I can help Feifei get into the school, I can also help Lu Benwei get 

more resources!” Qi Fei’s smile hid daggers. 



It was also at this moment that an inharmonious voice was heard. 

“You’re just a sidekick who was chased out of the Qi family for stealing. I’d like to see how you can help 

me increase my resources.” 

It was Lu Benwei. 

As soon as he said this, Qi Fei, Lu Feifei, and Lu Benwei’s aunt’s faces changed. 

“Lu Benwei, what are you saying?!” Lu Feifei was furious. 

“Exactly, how could Qi Fei be a thief?” Lu Benwei’s aunt’s voice suddenly became a little higher, her 

hands on her waist and her chest puffed out. “I think you’re just jealous!” 

Qi Fei was very flustered, but he quickly calmed down after Lu Feifei’s attack. 

“Brother Lu Benwei, I didn’t argue with you before, but now you’re calling me a thief!” 

After a pause, he said to Lu Benwei’s uncle and aunt, “Uncle, Aunty, I’m sorry to spoil your mood at your 

family dinner, but Lu Benwei is too much of a bully! Today, I must ask for an apology!” 

In the face of Qi Fei’s aggression, Lu Benwei calmly said, “Since you said that you can get Lu Feifei into 

Zhejiang Hunter University through Principal Chen Yuan’s back door, I’ll call Principal Chen Yuan today to 

confirm it. How about that?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Qi Fei panicked. The thing he was most afraid of had happened. He 

could have extorted a sum of money, but when he found out that Lu Benwei was also from Zhejiang 

Hunter University, it became a bet. 

If Lu Benwei knew Chen Yuan, then Qi Fei’s efforts would be in vain. However, Qi Fei was not flustered 

at all. “Alright, hit me. Otherwise, you have to apologize to me.” 

Lu Benwei did not say anything. He decisively pressed the call button and turned on the speaker. 

“Ring, ring, ring.” 

As time went by, Qi Fei felt like ants were crawling on his internal organs. It was really too torturous! 

Lu Feifei’s family did not expect Lu Benwei to know Chen Yuan. 

“Lu Benwei, why didn’t you tell me that you knew your principal?” Lu Benwei’s aunt was even more 

dissatisfied. 

“I’m sorry, the number you have dialed is currently busy…” 

... 

The phone’s speaker responded with a mechanical sound, and the stone hanging in Qi Fei’s heart 

instantly fell. 

Chapter 375 Great Chaos 

Lu Benwei was slightly stunned. 



Unexpectedly, Chen Yuan was also on the line so he could not answer Lu Benwei’s call. 

“Let’s wait a little longer,” Lu Benwei lightly said. 

After about a minute, Lu Benwei called Chen Yuan. 

“I’m sorry, the number you have dialed is currently busy…” 

Lu Benwei was stunned again and made everyone wait for another minute. 

At that moment, Qi Fei’s back was soaked with sweat. It was really too torturous! 

“I’m sorry, the number you have dialed is currently busy…” 

After a minute, the cold mechanical voice was still heard. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s aunt opened her red lips and laughed without restraint. 

“Lu Benwei, you didn’t just find two people to cover for you, did you? Qi Fei is only two years older than 

you, but he’s already so powerful. Do you want to prove yourself to everyone?” 

Lu Benwei’s grandfather, Lu Linfeng, also sighed repeatedly. “Lu Benwei, you’ve really disappointed me. 

No matter what, Qi Fei is our guest. You’re tarnishing the reputation of the Lu family by doing this! 

Furthermore, Qi Fei is the son of the Qi family. What if you offend the Qi family by doing this?” 

Facing everyone’s criticism, Lu Benwei remained unmoved and said, “Everyone, listen to me. It’s true 

that Qi Fei is a member of the Qi family, but he’s only from a side branch. A year ago, Qi Fei was 

imprisoned for a year for theft. He was only released after half a year.” 

Lu Benwei’s every word was like a needle that pierced into Qi Fei’s heart. Qi Fei’s face was filled with 

fear, and his tone was flustered. 

“What are you talking about? How could I possibly steal? Where’s the evidence?” 

“It’s very simple. Since the principal’s phone can’t be reached, we can call the patrol officer.” Lu Benwei 

sneered. 

“How fast do you think the police would arrive for someone with a criminal record to commit fraud?” 

Qi Fei broke out in a cold sweat, and his fingers trembled. 

The atmosphere in the room became very awkward. 

However, at this moment, Lu Dayong’s phone rang. Lu Dayong laughed awkwardly. He took it out and 

saw that it was Chen Yuan! 

During the last National Class Tournament, Chen Yuan had chatted with Lu Dayong and his wife for a 

while, and they had left each other their numbers. 

Lu Dayong and Chen Yuan’s relationship was limited to this. He did not expect Chen Yuan to call him. 

The faces of Lu Benwei’s uncle’s family, as well as his grandparents, became complicated. 

Lu Dayong answered the call and Chen Yuan’s lazy voice came through. 



“Lu Benwei’s parent, Happy New Year! Is Lu Benwei next to you? The call just now was busy!” 

Lu Dayong finally understood why Lu Benwei could not get through to Chen Yuan. 

At this time, the room was filled with gasps. Lu Benwei knew Chen Yuan, and it was not just a one-time 

meeting. 

“Mr. Principal, it’s me!” Lu Benwei answered. 

Chen Yuan’s voice was originally very lazy, but now it was particularly heavy. Lu Benwei immediately 

realized the seriousness of the matter. 

“Is Chu Yan with you?” 

Chu Yan stood on her tiptoes and put her mouth on the microphone. “Yes, I’m here.” 

“Alright, I’ll give you a mission now. Head to Canglong City immediately!” 

“Huh?” Lu Benwei and Chu Yan were both surprised. 

“It’s an emergency. Someone will contact you on the way!” Chen Yuan continued. 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan looked at each other and a bad premonition rose in their hearts. 

“Alright!” the two of them said in unison. 

Lu Benwei turned to look at Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin. The two of them understood what Chen Yuan 

meant on the phone. There must be some big trouble. 

“Be careful!” Jiang Xiuqin warned. 

“I know,” Lu Benwei responded softly and left the room with Chu Yan. 

Lu Benwei opened the door and bumped into a middle-aged man in a suit. He knew this person. He was 

the owner of the Sheraton Hotel. 

The owner of the Sheraton Hotel was knocked down by Lu Benwei and almost fell to the ground. 

“Who is it? Don’t you have eyes when you walk?” 

The owner of Sheraton Hotel shouted, but when he saw that it was Lu Benwei, his wrinkled face 

immediately turned into a smile. 

“Lu Benwei, it’s you. I was just about to wish your family a Happy New Year!” 

Lu Benwei was in a hurry to go to Canglong City and did not have time to chat with him, so he hurriedly 

said, “Boss Yang…” 

The owner of the Sheraton Hotel was Yang Qianli, and Lu Benwei had always called him Boss Yang. 

“I’ll remember to get this done. Thank you for your kindness! Happy New Year!” 

After that, Lu Benwei and Chu Yan left Sheraton Hotel. 



Yang Qianli was not annoyed. He chuckled and headed to the private room where Lu Benwei’s family 

was. 

… 

After leaving Sheraton Hotel, Lu Benwei called Fan Peng. 

“Chu Yan and I need to go to Canglong City. Can you get me a car as soon as possible!” 

However, Fan Peng’s shock was beyond Lu Benwei’s expectations. 

“What? You’re going to Canglong City? Don’t you know what happened in Canglong City?” 

... 

“What happened in Canglong City?” Lu Benwei asked. 

“I don’t know, but the people outside can’t get in, and the people inside can’t get out!” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan looked at each other. 

“God Welcoming Association!” 

On the other end of the phone, Fan Peng said, “What do you mean welcome? In short, listen to me. 

Don’t go to Canglong City! 

Lu Benwei pondered for a while and said, “Fan Peng, run away.” 

“What did you say?” 

“Canglong City should’ve fallen. It won’t be long before Green Spirit City is affected as well.” 

On the other end of the phone, Fan Peng was stunned. After a while, he shouted, “F*ck, Lu Benwei. Why 

did you only tell me about such an important matter now?!” 

“I’ll talk to you later, I’ll get my family to pack up!” 

After Fan Peng hung up the phone, Lu Benwei took a deep breath. “The people outside can’t get in, and 

the people inside can’t get out. They must’ve set up a level barrier.” 

... 

“That’s right! That’s why the principal was in such a hurry to find us,” Chu Yan replied without 

hesitation. 

“But we don’t have any transportation right now. It will take a lot of time to get to Canglong City.” 

Just as the two of them were worried, a Panamera stopped in front of them. The car window rolled 

down, revealing a pair of sunglasses and a chubby face that was smiling like a fool. 

Zhang Minghua raised his eyebrows and took off his sunglasses. “Where are you two going?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Zhang Minghua shuddered. 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan looked at him with evil smiles, their eyes constantly emitting green light. 



Chapter 376 Unknown Situation 

Zhang Minghua had come to the Sheraton Hotel for a banquet, but he did not expect to meet Lu Benwei 

and Chu Yan. 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan detained his Panamera, and he also acted as the driver. They drove to the 

entrance of the highway. 

Lu Benwei saw a young man standing on the side of the road, giving a thumbs up as he tried to stop a 

passing car. He paid special attention when he passed by. 

“Stop the car!” 

Zhang Minghua did not say anything and slammed on the brakes. Seeing that he had successfully 

stopped the car, the young man laughed and said, “There are indeed many good people in the world. 

Are you going to Canglong City?” 

The car window rolled down. “F*ck!” the young man shouted, “It’s you guys!” 

The young man was none other than Fan Peng. Seeing that it was Lu Benwei and his group, Fan Peng got 

into the car. 

Zhang Minghua was even more confused. He asked while driving, “Why do you all want to go to 

Canglong City? Is it fun there?” 

“Hey, don’t you know? Canglong City has been invaded by monsters. These two people are rushing to 

their deaths. I’m tired of living so I’m going there too.” 

When Zhang Minghua heard this, he shook his head in disdain. “The monsters haven’t invaded for 800 

years. If they can, I, Zhang Minghua, will never eat meat again.” 

The three of them were speechless. Zhang Minghua thought that they were joking. Gradually, Zhang 

Minghua also realized that something was wrong. 

The road he was driving on was the highway between Green Spirit City and Canglong City. On their lane 

to Canglong City, it seemed that his car was the only one on the road now. 

On the other side of the road, which was the road from Canglong City to Green Spirit City, there was an 

endless stream of traffic. Every car was on the gas pedal, and the lowest speed was 130 miles per hour. 

It was as if every car wanted to hurry up and leave this place. 

Zhang Minghua noticed that something was wrong. He swallowed his saliva and looked at Lu Benwei 

and Chu Yan through the rearview mirror. 

“You two, tell me the truth. Did something happen in Canglong City? Your school’s teacher wants you to 

hurry there and finish it?” 

Lu Benwei looked at Zhang Minghua in shock. One had to say, Zhang Minghua was quite smart. He 

guessed the cause and effect from an unremarkable clue. 

“Yes. According to my judgment, it’s likely that a monster invasion has occurred.” Lu Benwei nodded. 



As soon as he finished speaking, Zhang Minghua shuddered violently. His Panamera also kept slipping on 

the highway. 

After a while, Zhang Minghua calmed down. “Ah, what you said just now was true. I thought it was 

fake!” 

“I’m sorry, Zhang Minghua,” Lu Benwei said, “The matter is too urgent. If we want to reach Canglong 

City as soon as possible, we can only rely on you. If you’re really scared, you can stop the car now and 

we’ll walk into Canglong City.” 

Zhang Minghua’s body was trembling non-stop, but he said, “What am I afraid of? With me, you, and 

Chu Yan around, any monster that comes will be slain by us!” 

“Thank you.” Lu Benwei smiled faintly. 

At that moment, Zhang Minghua suddenly stepped on the brakes! An SUV suddenly appeared from the 

back and almost hit Zhang Minghua’s car. 

“F*ck! A driver who can’t even fill a tank of gas in a year, don’t go on the highway and waste your time 

on other people!” 

Zhang Minghua almost bumped into him. He was so angry that he started cursing. However, he was only 

good at talking. He turned the steering wheel to the right, easily passed the SUV, and drove away. 

As soon as the driver of the SUV stuck his head out, he heard the roar of the engine of the Panamera. 

The chauffeur grumbled in frustration, then quickly started the car and chased after Zhang Minghua. 

At this moment, Zhang Minghua was talking in the car, boasting, “If I wasn’t in a hurry to send you guys 

to Canglong City, I’d have gotten out of the car and slapped him a few times!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the SUV stopped his Panamera again. 

Zhang Minghua’s fiery temper immediately flared up. He stepped on the brakes and got out of the 

driver’s seat. 

“I say, you really want to fight, don’t you? Do you know who’s in our car?” 

Before he could say anything, Zhang Minghua was scared out of his wits when he saw the person who 

got out of the SUV. 

“Xun… Lord patrol officer, it’s you!” 

Two police officers, one tall and one short, got out of the left and right driver seats of the SUV. 

Seeing the patrol officers, Zhang Minghua naturally lost his temper. 

“Don’t you know what happened in Canglong City? Why are you still going there?” the two constables 

were impatient. 

Zhang Minghua’s expression changed slightly. If he said that he knew that Canglong City was in trouble, 

he would be handcuffed and taken away without a second thought. 



“Other people can’t wait to get away from danger, but you’re in a hurry to go to the tiger’s den. If you 

don’t have anything fishy on you, then whose body would have something fishy?” 

Zhang Minghua deliberately played dumb. “Really? What happened in Canglong City? I don’t anything.” 

However, the next second, Fan Peng poked his head out and said, “Zhang Minghua, hurry up. If we don’t 

go now, we might never be able to enter Canglong City again. With Lu Benwei and Chu Yan here, we 

defeat them!” 

Just this sentence alone immediately made the two officers suspicious. One of the shorter officers 

immediately pressed a button on the walkie-talkie. 

Lu Benwei knew that this was a shaking action. 

The tall man pulled out his gun and pointed it at Zhang Minghua. “You two, get down!” 

Zhang Minghua did not say anything else and leaned on the front engine of the car. However, in his 

heart, he wanted to kill Fan Peng. 

Although Fan Peng was dumbfounded, he still did as he was told. 

Lu Benwei felt helpless, but he still got out of the car. 

The invasion of monsters in Canglong City had nothing to do with the God Welcoming Association. 

Therefore, the higher-ups would also order the investigation of the personnel who went to Canglong 

City. 

After hearing Fan Peng’s words, it was a reasonable reason for these two officers to suspect them. 

Just as the two officers were worrying about how to deal with them, the tall officer’s walkie-talkie rang. 

“Give the walkie-talkie to the child named Lu Benwei.” 

The voice was old and hoarse. 

The tall patrol officer was stunned for a moment, and then a deep voice shouted, “If I tell you to do it, 

then do it quickly!” 

The tall officer was shocked. He was very familiar with the voice. It was the voice of the director of the 

patrol bureau of Canglong City. 

The tall man swallowed his saliva and asked, “Who’s Lu Benwei?” 

Lu Benwei was not surprised and said, “I am.” 

... 

Then, he took the walkie-talkie. 

“Hello, I’m Lu Benwei.” 

“Hello, Lu Benwei,” the old man on the other end of the walkie-talkie said, “I’m the Chief of Staff of the 

southern war zone of the Dragon Kingdom. I’m also the chief commander of the suppression of the 

monster invasion. Now, I’ll tell you the current situation in Canglong City.” 



Chapter 377 Code Name, Slay the Dragon! 

Lu Benwei and the others were in awe. The old man on the other end of the walkie-talkie had a powerful 

background. 

“Chief, please speak. We’re all listening,” Lu Benwei responded politely. 

The old man muttered to himself for a long time before saying, “As you expected, God Welcoming 

Association set up a level barrier in Canglong City. The limit is level 60! In other words, only people 

below level 60 can freely enter and leave Canglong City. Now, a large number of people have been 

transferred to Canglong City.” 

Lu Benwei was puzzled and immediately said, “Chief, do we need to do anything specific?” 

“Lu Benwei, I think you don’t understand. Since the God Welcoming Association wants to use the blood 

sacrifice of the monsters, why did they set up a level barrier? Wouldn’t it be easier to sacrifice all the 

humans in the city? This is the mission we need you to do.” 

“Understood!” Lu Benwei replied. 

“There’s something more important than this,” the old man said after a pause, “Your first task is to 

complete this task!” 

At this moment, the old man’s voice became extremely serious. Lu Benwei and Chu Yan both pricked up 

their ears and listened carefully. 

The old man continued, “In the center of Canglong City, there’s a sealing array made of cosmic stones. I 

need you to unseal it!” 

“Understood!” Lu Benwei responded in a deep voice! 

However, there was one thing that he did not understand. 

“What do we need to do after the seal is broken?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, there was only the sound of static from the walkie-talkie. 

Lu Benwei shrugged and helplessly returned the walkie-talkie to the officer. 

Time was of the essence, and they had to get to the city center immediately! Then, under the lead of 

two officers, Lu Benwei and the other three set off for Canglong City. 

… 

Canglong City was located at the southeast end of Hai Province! 

Among the five cities in Hai Province, it had the strongest military power and hunter quality! 

It could be said that Canglong City was the heart of Hai Province. Once it fell, Hai Province would also 

fall. 

The Hai Province was the gateway province of the Dragon Kingdom, and the fall of the Hai Province 

would affect the whole situation. 



Therefore, the monster invasion this time was highly regarded by the Dragon Kingdom’s higher-ups. 

The west of Canglong City in Hai Province, the border with the neighboring cities! 

A large number of soldiers were setting up camp here. In the distance, all kinds of light and heavy tanks 

were slowly approaching. The dark, thick, and long gun barrels were glittering, giving people a cold 

sense of oppression. 

In the largest tent, there was a long table. Sitting on both sides were the leaders of the southern Military 

Region of the Dragon Kingdom. 

A white-haired old man with eyes as sharp as an eagle was sitting on the chair in the middle. He put 

down a walkie-talkie, picked up a phone, and whispered a few words into the phone. 

The other senior officials were silent as they watched the Chief of Staff take action. 

Finally, the Chief of Staff heaved a sigh of relief. “I’ve finally finished explaining everything. The safety of 

Canglong City is in their hands now.” 

Just as he finished speaking, someone said, “Chief, is it really okay to give such an important task to a 

group of children? In my opinion, it’s best to give up Canglong City.” 

The Chief of Staff’s eyes were like torches as he stared at the person who had just spoken. 

“Do you want to bury the millions of people with you? Or will the monsters disappear if we give up 

Canglong City? Fight the monsters! We won’t rest until we die!” 

A high-spirited and excited voice echoed in the tent. The Chief of Staff’s eyes were fiery red as if a lion 

was roaring. 

There was a dead silence in the tent, and only the beeping of various equipment could be heard. 

“I didn’t mean it that way. I just feel that since the city will fall into the hands of the God Welcoming 

Association, it’s better to destroy it than let them get it!” the man said with pursed lips. 

“You don’t have to worry about this. I’ve already sent out a few people from the Hai Province to take 

action. One of them was Lu Benwei, who shone during the Blood Monster Clan’s invasion of Li City,” the 

Chief of Staff said. 

When the crowd heard this, some were surprised, some were disappointed, but without exception, they 

were all puzzled. 

“I remember that he’s a magician. How could we give him such an important mission?” 

“And I remember that he brought two burdens with him. Isn’t it courting death to let them carry out 

that mission?” 

Everyone was discussing it. 

The Chief of Staff remained unmoved. He said, “I know what I’m doing. Stop talking about it.” 

Seeing that he was giving orders, the others did not dare to have any objections. 



At this moment, a small soldier ran in. “The sea god army’s regimental commander requests an 

audience!” 

Hearing this, everyone stood up, including the old man. Very quickly, a blue-haired man with an 

extraordinary demeanor entered the tent. 

He had an outstanding temperament and was elegant and easygoing. 

“Long time no see, Commander Tang Wei!” 

The old man directly went up to meet him, constantly shaking Tang Wei’s hand. 

“Long time no see, Chief Luo.” Tang Wei chuckled. 

The old man was the Chief of Staff of the southern Military Region. His name was Luo Tianxing. 

Luo Tianxing stopped exchanging pleasantries with Tang Wei and said, “Commander Tang, please take a 

seat. I’ll tell you about the current situation in Canglong City.” 

The two people were no longer polite and directly took their seats. 

“Chief Luo, how many people have you contacted to help us complete the mission?” Tang Wei asked. 

Luo Tianxing pondered for a while and replied, “Roughly fifty or so. Including their respective followers, 

there are a total of about 150 people.” 

Tang Wei’s brows slightly furrowed when he heard this. 

“What’s the matter, Commander Tang?” Luo Tianxing asked. 

“Nothing. I just feel that it’s still too little to complete that mission. We’re fighting in the middle. If 

there’s a problem at the rear, then…” 

... 

“The number of people is still alright. Many experts from the Law Enforcement Bureau are trapped 

inside,” Luo Tianxing frowned and told Tang Wei, “That’s why we’ll have to rely on your Heavenly Sea 

Army to repair the high wall, Commander Tang.” 

Canglong City was located in the south of the ocean province, the southernmost city of the Dragon 

Kingdom. 

The high wall that could stop the invasion of the monsters had been destroyed, and they were pouring 

out of the gap and entering Canglong City! 

“That’s for sure. The Heavenly Sea Army’s hunters and I will not hesitate to do so!” Tang Wei’s eyes 

were like a torch, shining brightly. 

“Good!” Luo Tianxing also said excitedly, “We’ll also give you all our support, even our lives, to you, 

Commander Tang!” 

The entire base was filled with passion. Every soldier and hunter was in high spirits. Their eyes were 

burning with anger as they glared in the direction of Canglong City. 



“Oh right, Chief Luo, what’s the code for this operation?” Tang Wei asked suddenly. 

When Luo Tianxing heard this, he fell silent for a long time. 

“The codename for this operation will be Slay the Dragon!” 

Chapter 378 Entering Canglong City 

“Have we arrived in hell?” 

In the SUV, the short police officer was steering the wheel, his eyes constantly scanning the 

surroundings. They had brought Lu Benwei and his group to the border of Canglong City. 

Dead bodies were strewn all over, and almost every corpse was dismembered. They had been bitten by 

monsters when they were alive. The blood that was left at the wound had long dried up and blended 

with the soil, forming a blood-colored muddy path. 

In the distance was Canglong City. The blood-red mist rose and covered the entire city. Only a few tall 

buildings emerged from the blood mist, revealing their sharp-pointed roofs. 

“Strange, since so many people here were attacked by monsters, why didn’t we see a single monster 

along the way?” Zhang Minghua had his doubts. 

The shorter officer in front slammed on the brakes. 

“Yeah, if you didn’t mention it, I wouldn’t have noticed it. Why didn’t we see a single monster’s hair on 

the way?” 

Uneasiness immediately welled up in their hearts, and the two police officers kept observing the 

situation around them. 

“Little brother, did you find anything?” 

In the middle of the back row, Lu Benwei was sitting on Fan Peng’s lap, his eyes shining. The Eye of 

Insight absorbed the information from all directions into his mind, and he kept searching every corner. 

Soon, Lu Benwei returned to his original appearance, his pupils as dark as ink. 

“Don’t worry, there aren’t any monsters nearby,” Lu Benwei said lightly. 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief. 

At this moment, the shorter officer’s walkie-talkie rang. It was a mission assigned to them by their 

leader. 

After some conversation, the shorter officer learned that he was going to help the taller officer escort a 

group of citizens to Green Spirit City. 

The citizens were in a shelter in the city, and there were 40 to 50 monsters confronting them outside. 

There were also hunters among the citizens. Although they were relatively weak, they could still fight 

against the monsters for a while with the defense of the sanctuary. 

What the two officers needed to do was to attract the attention of the monsters outside and help the 

citizens move away. 



“Let’s go together!” 

Lu Benwei knew that these two people would probably never return. 

“You still have a big task to do. You don’t have to waste your time on us,” said the tall patrol officer, 

“There’s a group of citizens who need to be transferred to protect their safety.” 

“Besides, we’re not weak. We’re level 30!” The shorter patrol officer revealed his arms that were filled 

with solid muscles. 

“Then I wish you two come home soon.” Lu Benwei smiled faintly. 

“Then you should help us kill a few more monsters!” The two police officers teased. 

After getting out of the car, Lu Benwei and the other three watched the two police officers drive away. 

“F*ck these damn monsters. When this is over, I’ll train hard and develop a potion that can kill a 

Monster King with a single punch.” Zhang Minghua was extremely angry. 

“Come on, you should think about protecting yourself first!” Fan Peng teased. 

Lu Benwei looked at the two people’s teasing and frowned slightly. Zhang Minghua’s and Fan Peng’s 

safety was a problem that he could not solve in a short time. 

Fan Peng could protect himself and even help Lu Benwei. However, Fan Peng was a complete burden. 

“Can’t you just let him stay in your bronze temple?” Chu Yan, who was at the side, said faintly. 

Lu Benwei slowly walked forward and patted Zhang Minghua’s shoulder. “Zhang Minghua, come here. 

I’ll show you a treasure.” 

“Oh?” Zhang Minghua was amused. “Is it a great sword that can defeat monsters in one strike?” 

“Almost.” Lu Benwei thought for a moment. 

The two stood on the side, Lu Benwei grabbing Zhang Minghua’s shoulder. 

With a flash of light, Lu Benwei grabbed Zhang Minghua and stuffed him into the bronze temple. 

Fan Peng was stunned. The big-sized Zhang Minghua was gone? 

“Lu Benwei, what kind of treasure is this? It’s so magical!” 

Lu Benwei did not respond and said lightly, “Let’s go to the city center!” 

Their goal was clear, and that was to open the seal. 

“Chu Yan, do you know what’s sealed in the center of Canglong City?” Lu Benwei asked. 

Chu Yan did not answer. It was Fan Peng who said in surprise, “The mainland? You don’t even know 

what the array in the center of Canglong City seals?” 

“You know?” Lu Benwei’s mouth was slightly open. 

“Of course! A powerful monster is sealed in the center of Canglong City!” 



Lu Benwei suddenly understood why the Chief of Staff said that this mission was very important. 

“That’s strange. Since it’s a war monster, why would it be sealed?” Chu Yan asked in confusion, “And 

since it’s a war monster, it must have a master. Who’s its master, and why is it sealed in the center of 

Canglong City?” 

Chu Yan’s question stunned Fan Peng. 

“I don’t know anything about what you’ve just said…” 

Lu Benwei fell into deep thought and said after a long time, “All in all, this monster invasion isn’t that 

simple.” 

The three of them ran as they analyzed all the possibilities. They gradually entered Canglong City, and 

the floors gradually rose, and the buildings began to become dense. 

At the same time, the smell of blood became stronger, constantly washing their olfactory nerves. 

“I can’t take it anymore. I’m going to vomit!” 

Fan Peng had never seen such a scene before and vomited many times on the way. 

Lu Benwei’s stomach was also churning, but he could hold it in. 

“Fan Peng, stop vomiting,” he suddenly said. 

Four or five meters in front of Fan Peng, a monster appeared. It was extremely strange. 

It had three eyes, greenish-gray skin, and was about four to five meters tall. Its body was covered in flat 

and wide hair, but there was not a single hair on its head. 

... 

The strange thing was that it suddenly appeared in front of Lu Benwei and the other two. A second ago, 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan did not notice it at all. Moreover, when it walked, its huge body did not produce 

the slightest movement. 

Lu Benwei gasped. This was too strange. Lu Benwei seemed to have entered a silent world. 

At this time, Fan Peng was still vomiting and had long been noticed by the monster. 

Lu Benwei broke out in cold sweat, afraid of hurting Fan Peng. 

Finally, Fan Peng stopped vomiting. He stood up and said, “You didn’t want me to vomit just now. Did 

you not want me to make a sound?” 

It was at this moment that the monster had already walked in front of Fan Peng. The distance between 

the two was only half a body’s length. 

When the long and flat fur on its legs was in front of Fan Peng’s eyes, he was instantly amused. 

“Damn, there’s still a towel to wipe after vomiting. Thank you.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Fan Peng immediately sensed that something was wrong. 



Chapter 379 The Battle Against the Sonic Monster 

The monster slowly crouched down and opened its blood-red mouth. 

Fan Peng turned his head mechanically and stammered, “Big brother, you… Hello, have you eaten?” 

“Swish-” 

The monster’s mouth burst out with a strong and ear-piercing noise! 

“Fan Peng!” Lu Benwei roared! 

It was too late. The noise was so powerful that it swept across thousands of miles. Sand and stones flew, 

and the ground was overturned! 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan covered their ears subconsciously. As for Fan Peng, he was ruthlessly affected by 

the sound waves and was sent flying dozens of meters away. 

Lu Benwei hurriedly recovered to his senses and activated the Heavenly Light Shield on Fan Peng to 

prevent him from falling to the ground and causing further damage. 

After the aftermath dissipated, Chu Yan launched a counterattack. 

“Lightning Magic: Evil Flame!” 

The purple thunderbolt was like a huge wave, sweeping in all directions! The hundreds of square meters 

in front of Chu Yan were constantly struck by the purple lightning and were charred black. 

Ever since Chu Yan had become an elemental oracle, she had become more talented and more powerful 

than before. Water, ice, fire, lightning, wood, earth, and wind – all seven elements had reached the 

point of perfection. 

The three-eyed monster was not afraid of the ocean of purple lightning tears. It spread out its arms and 

beat its chest. 

“Boom!” 

The sound of the drum shook out, producing an extremely powerful sound wave fluctuation! Under its 

attack, space twisted and swept across the four seas. 

The sound was ear-piercing as if someone was beating a drum in Chu Yan’s ear. She let out a blood-

curdling screech. Her body and soul seemed to have been attacked as she quickly retreated. 

Lu Benwei was surprised that this monster could attack with sound waves. It was impossible to guard 

against! 

“Boom!” 

His fists moved quickly, creating a sound in the air. In an instant, the sky was filled with stars. Starlight 

fell to the ground, and a surging force penetrated the universe. 

“Myriad Light Fist!” 

The stars exploded and smashed into the ground like meteors, spreading for thousands of miles. 



Lu Benwei caught Chu Yan and held her in his arms. 

“Are you alright?” 

Chu Yan, who was in his arms, looked at Lu Benwei who had saved her, and smiled sweetly. “I’m fine. 

This monster isn’t level 40 yet, so it can’t hurt me.” 

After a simple confrontation, Chu Yan saw its strength. 

Lu Benwei was slightly stunned and activated his Eye of Insight. 

[Sonic Monster] 

[Level: 38] 

[Able to use sound to attack at will. Formless substance, unable to defend.] 

Lu Benwei had a rough understanding of the Sonic Monster after reading its introduction. 

“No wonder I couldn’t detect him. He can control his voice.” 

Lu Benwei said, “Since he can use sound, he can control the battlefield in the air. Although this guy is 

only level 38, according to the characteristics of his attack method, his strength can reach level 45!” 

There were three mediums through which sound traveled – gas, liquid, and solid! In different mediums, 

the speed of sound transmission was different, and the power was also different. 

The speed of the solid was the fastest, so its power was naturally the greatest, followed by the liquid, 

and finally gas. 

This was why Lu Benwei controlled the battlefield in the air. Then, he had an idea. 

“Chu Yan, can you use your flames to lock him in the air?” Lu Benwei asked again. 

Chu Yan immediately understood Lu Benwei’s thoughts and smiled slyly, grinding her small canine teeth. 

“You mean to do that? Of course, I can. Very well, I’ll force him into the air!” 

Then, Lu Benwei used his Lightning Speed and reached his maximum speed. At this moment, he seemed 

to be able to shrink the ground into an inch, and he could walk dozens of miles with a slight movement. 

The Myriad Light Fist erupted once again and hit the Sonic Monster! 

“Boom!” 

The Sonic Monster roared, and its sound shook the mountains and rivers! Chu Yan quickly flew into the 

air to avoid the attack range of the Sonic Monster. 

Lu Benwei once again used his Lightning Speed to increase the distance between him and the Sonic 

Monster. 

The power of the sound wave attack gradually weakened. After Lu Benwei and Chu Yan escaped to a 

certain distance, the sound wave attack was like a tickle to them. 



After this wave of attacks ended, Lu Benwei and Chu Yan once again flew in the air and faced the Sonic 

Monster! When the Sonic Monster saw the two of them return, it was furious. It opened its blood-red 

mouth and let out an earth-shaking roar! 

“Roar!” 

In an instant, the mountains and rivers lost their color, the sun, moon, and stars lost their light, and the 

sound of collapse pierced through the small universe! 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan smiled at each other and continued to escape! 

“Where are you running to?!” 

The Sonic Monster’s mouth opened its eyes, and it soared into the air and struck out! 

“Ugly freak, I’ve been waiting for you!” Chu Yan shouted and waved her arms, her white jade-like fingers 

dancing. 

The fire elements gathered and formed seventeen to eighteen fire dragons that were three to four 

meters long. The fire dragons slithered in the air and surrounded the Sonic Monster in the blink of an 

eye. 

“Boom!” 

The fire flickered and instantly turned into a huge fireball, locking the Sonic Monster in place! It was 

furious, and it struck its chest with its arms. 

“Boom!” 

... 

The sound of the impact became weaker, and the Sonic Monster realized that something was wrong. It 

turned out that Lu Benwei and Chu Yan deliberately lured it to the bait to create the current situation. 

The scorching flames continued to roast the interior, and the air pressure within was reduced. The air 

continued to flow to the high-pressure outside, and the interior gradually formed a vacuum 

environment. 

The vacuum could not transmit sound, so it could not cause any substantial damage! 

Chu Yan clenched her fist and shouted, “Explode!” 

The tongues of fire that emerged from the fireball instantly went berserk and rapidly compressed. 

As for the Sonic Monster inside, it could not even let out a scream at this moment. Its eyes were 

extremely narrow. Gradually, the fireball enveloped the Sonic Monster and then turned into ashes. 

Chu Yan had successfully killed the sound demon. 

At the same time, a pillar of light rose from under Chu Yan’s feet. Level up to level 47! 

Chu Yan was slightly surprised. 

“I didn’t expect that killing a Sonic Monster would increase your level,” Lu Benwei said. 



“Maybe after this, you’ll be able to break through to level 50.” Chu Yan giggled. 

... 

Lu Benwei laughed dryly and said, “I hope I can reach level 50 smoothly.” 

At this moment, Fan Peng, who had been knocked unconscious, had also woken up. He first sat up from 

the ground and shook his groggy head. 

“Strange, how did I fall asleep?” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan did not know whether to laugh or cry. The two of them were fighting bravely in 

front, while Fan Peng was sleeping soundly. 

Suddenly, Fan Peng realized that something was wrong. 

“Wait, before I fell asleep, was there a huge monster? It was the one who sent me flying, causing me to 

fall into a deep sleep. What happened to it?” Fan Peng asked. 

Lu Benwei stretched out a finger and pointed behind Fan Peng, saying, “Just behind you.” 

In an instant, Fan Peng’s expression changed. 
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Fan Peng was so shocked that he covered his ears and ran away for dozens of meters. Lu Benwei and 

Chu Yan could not help but laugh at his funny appearance. 

After running for dozens of meters, Fan Peng saw that there was no particularly big movement behind 

him and gradually calmed down. 

“What are you doing? You’re going to die if you say that.” Fan Peng complained. 

“Alright, I’ll stop teasing you.” Lu Benwei waved his hand. 

“I just thought about it. If there are such powerful monsters in the outer area, the monsters in the 

center of the Canglong City must be even more powerful. Do you want to hide in the bronze temple 

too?” 

“I’m not a piece of trash like Zhang Minghua.” Fan Peng refused unhappily. “I was just caught off guard. 

If we were to face the magical beasts head-on, I’d be able to help you.” 

Lu Benwei heard Fan Peng’s words and shrugged his shoulders. 

Soon, Lu Benwei and his group encountered a small group of monsters on the main road. 

Chu Yan displayed her abilities and the battle ended in less than five minutes. Fan Peng did not 

disappoint. With Lu Benwei’s strong support, he dealt with one or two monsters. 

When the level up halo under his feet lit up, Fan Peng’s level also greatly improved. 

Lu Benwei suddenly thought of something and asked, “Fan Peng, you’re level 30 now, right? Do you 

want to undergo your second class transition?” 



Fan Peng was about the same age as him. Now that he was level 30, he could definitely be considered a 

heaven’s favorite among his peers. However, Lu Benwei and Chu Yan were too dazzling and 

overshadowed Fan Peng’s glory. 

Fan Peng touched his nose in a daze and said proudly, “To be honest, I’ve already started preparing the 

materials for the second transition even before I started my first year of university. I’m just lacking one 

material.” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan suddenly became interested and asked, “What is it? Perhaps after this monster 

invasion, I can help you make up for it.” 

Fan Peng replied, “My second class transition is the most powerful class among assassins – Dark Night 

General!” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan’s eyes narrowed at the same time as they sighed. 

“Oh, Dark Night General… It really suits your personality. No wonder the final material is so hard to find. 

You must have a war monster that has an extremely high affinity with you. At the same time, it must 

also be a dark attribute war monster.” 

Dark Night General, the second class transition of the assassin class! 

After a successful class change, they would no longer be like other shooters, hiding and dealing a fatal 

blow. Instead, he would face the enemy directly and fight alongside his war monster! 

After the completion, the Dark Night General could become the incarnation of darkness and fight side by 

side with the dark monsters. Moreover, the dark war monster had been trained, and its strength was 

not weaker or even higher than the owner himself. 

When fighting against the Dark Night General, there was often psychological pressure of one against 

two. It was extremely powerful! 

Lu Benwei thought of something and asked, “Fan Peng, your talent is…” 

If it was an ordinary talent, Fan Peng would not have rashly changed his class to Dark Night General. One 

was that it needed a dark war monster with a high affinity to him. Another reason was that the Dark 

Night General required a higher requirement for the dark attribute. If these two points were not met, 

the class advancement would only end in failure. 

“I have an innate talent, darkness incarnation!” Fan Peng chuckled. “It can absorb dark energy at night 

and improve the darkness attribute.” 

After a pause, Fan Peng patted his chest with one arm and said, “I can’t guarantee anything else, but no 

one in my age group can surpass me in the darkness attribute. Lu Benwei, it’s not that I want to put you 

down. Although you’re very abnormal now, you’re not as abnormal as me when it comes to the 

darkness attribute.” 

Lu Benwei looked at Fan Peng’s proud face and grinned. Then, he slowly walked forward and patted Fan 

Peng’s shoulder. “Not bad, continue to work hard!” 

After he finished speaking, he immediately went forward to scout the way. 



“Eh? Don’t you admire me? This is the most difficult attribute to cultivate, the darkness attribute!” 

Fan Peng was a little unhappy and thought that Lu Benwei would worship him. Seeing Lu Benwei walking 

away, Fan Peng looked at Chu Yan again and showed an evil smile. 

“Chu Yan, my darkness attribute will definitely shine in the future! Don’t look at how Lu Benwei is so 

glorious now. I’ll be the first to become the national pillar in the future!” 

“Boring!” Chu Yan looked at the narcissistic Fan Peng with disdain, turned her head, and left. 

Fan Peng wanted to be praised. However, he did not expect one of them had an ordinary reaction, and 

the other even looked down on him. This made him extremely uncomfortable, even more 

uncomfortable than eating a fly. 

“Sigh, I say, I have such amazing talent, can’t I get your praise?” 

Fan Peng followed behind the two and continued to jabber on and on. For a moment, Lu Benwei was 

speechless. After knowing Zhang Minghua for a few days, Fan Peng was becoming more and more like 

him. 

Sometimes, Fan Peng’s performance even made Lu Benwei mistakenly think that the person standing in 

front of him was Zhang Minghua. 

Suddenly, Lu Benwei’s hair stood on end and he bent his body like a dragon. 

“Be alert!” 

Suddenly, Chu Yan also became alert. 

Only Fan Peng, who was a bit careless, asked, “What’s wrong, what’s wrong? Are there any monsters up 

ahead?” 

In front of them was a stretch of ruins without any signs of life. 

Fan Peng could not see anything. He covered his forehead with his hand as if he could see further. 

“There’s nothing in front either.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, there was the sound of panicked footsteps, and they became heavier 

and heavier, like a herd of elephants. 

“Be on guard! It’s very likely to be a giant monster!” 

However, the next second, Lu Benwei saw something in the distance. 

A group of monsters of different clans had gathered and were charging toward where they were. 

“Prepare for battle!” 

After Lu Benwei finished shouting, a leopard-like human-shaped monster roared. 

“Where did this little brat come from? Get lost!” 



At the same time, they did not stop walking, ignoring Lu Benwei who was in front of them. They all 

looked panicked as if there was something terrifying in front of them! 

“I don’t care anymore, crush him!” The leopard-like human-shaped monster gritted its teeth and gave 

an order to the various monsters behind it. 

However, in the next second, several golden swords descended from the sky and stabbed into the 

bodies of the monsters! 

“Pfft, pfft, pfft…” 

Instantly, a bloody mist rose, and countless monster heads fell to the ground. 

... 

After finishing off a monster, the golden longsword danced without an owner, and in the next second, 

the monster’s head was separated. 

A group of about seventy to eighty monsters of all kinds, all above level 30, were all beheaded in a few 

short breaths. 

This shocking scene struck Fan Peng’s heart. His previous confidence and pride were all gone. 

“Who’s this person? He’s so powerful.” 

Lu Benwei pondered for a while and said, “The sword qi is 30,000 miles long, and the sword light can 

freeze 19 continents. The number one genius of Yanjing Hunter University – Li Tiancheng!” 

 


